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We investigate the critical properties of the three-dimensional (3D) antiferromagnetic RPN−1
model, which is characterized by a global O(N) symmetry and a discrete Z2 gauge symmetry.
We perform a field-theoretical analysis using the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) approach and
a numerical Monte Carlo study. The LGW field-theoretical results are obtained by high-order
perturbative analyses of the renormalization-group (RG) flow of the most general Φ4 theory with
the same global symmetry as the model, assuming a gauge-invariant order-parameter field. For
N = 4 no stable fixed point is found, implying that any transition must necessarily be of first
order. This is contradicted by the numerical results that provide strong evidence for a continuous
transition. This suggests that gauge modes are not always irrelevant, as assumed by the LGW
approach, but they may play an important role to determine the actual critical dynamics at the
phase transition of O(N) symmetric models with a discrete Z2 gauge symmetry.
PACS numbers: 05.70.Jk,05.10.Cc
I. INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the renormalization-group (RG)
theory of critical phenomena, the Landau-Ginzburg-
Wilson (LGW) field-theoretical approach [1–6] provides
accurate descriptions of continuous phase transitions in
many physical systems. The starting point is the identi-
fication of the order parameter associated with the crit-
ical modes and of the symmetry-breaking pattern char-
acterizing the transition. Then, one considers the corre-
sponding LGW Φ4 field theory, which is the most general
fourth-order polynomial theory of the order-parameter
field with the same symmetries as the original model.
The analysis of the corresponding RG flow provides the
universal features of the critical behavior.
When the statistical system under investigation
presents also a gauge symmetry, the traditional LGW
approach generally assumes a gauge-invariant order pa-
rameter. Then the nature of the critical behavior is in-
ferred from the RG flow of the Φ4 theory that is invari-
ant under the global symmetries of the original model. In
this approach the gauge degrees of freedom are effectively
integrated out, assuming that they do not play a signif-
icant role at the phase transition. However, as pointed
out in Ref. [7], this approach fails for some phase transi-
tions. In the case of the three-dimensional (3D) CPN−1
models, characterized by a global U(N) symmetry and a
U(1) gauge symmetry, the predictions of the correspond-
ing LGW theories are not consistent with the critical
behavior observed in a variety of models with the same
gauge and global symmetries [7–9], with only a few ex-
ceptions.
In this paper we again discuss this issue, checking
whether the above-mentioned LGW approach also fails
in the presence of discrete gauge symmetries. For this
purpose, we consider 3D RPN−1 models that are char-
acterized by a global O(N) symmetry and a discrete Z2
gauge symmetry. In particular, we consider the antifer-
romagnetic RPN−1 (ARPN−1) model, which undergoes
a continuous transition for both N = 2 and N = 3 [11].
To apply the standard LGW approach, we identify a lo-
cal gauge-invariant order-parameter field, that belongs
to the spin-2 representation of the O(N) symmetry, and
construct the corresponding O(N)-symmetric LGW Φ4
theory. For N = 2, 3 this theory gives results that are
in full agreement with numerical investigations [11]. We
extend here the analysis to the case N = 4. We analyze
the RG flow in the LGW theory, finding no evidence of
fixed points. Thus, the LGW approach predicts the ab-
sence of continuous transitions for such value of N . This
prediction is, however, contradicted by numerical Monte
Carlo (MC) results. A finite-size scaling (FSS) of data on
lattices of size up to L = 100 gives a compelling evidence
for a second-order transition. Therefore, also in the case
of a discrete gauge symmetry, the LGW approach with a
gauge-invariant order parameter may fail. This provides
a further evidence that LGW Φ4 theories constructed
using a gauge-invariant order-parameter field, thus inte-
grating out the gauge modes, do not generally capture
the relevant features of the critical dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we con-
struct the LGW theory which is expected to describe the
critical modes at the continuous transitions of ARPN−1
models, assuming a staggered gauge-invariant order pa-
rameter. In Sec. III we determine the RG flow for N = 4,
using high-order field-theoretical perturbative series. In
Sec. IV we study numerically the nature of the critical
behavior of the ARP3 model. Finally, in Sec. V we draw
our conclusions. The perturbative series and a discussion
of their large-order behavior are reported in the appen-
dices.
2II. LGW THEORIES FOR THE ARPN−1
MODELS
In this section we derive the LGW theories associ-
ated with the ARPN−1 models, emphasizing the main
assumptions and/or hypotheses. The effective LGW the-
ory is generally constructed using global properties such
as the nature of the order parameter, the symmetry of
its critical modes, and the symmetry-breaking pattern.
RPN−1 models are defined by the Hamiltonian
HRP = J
∑
〈xy〉
|sx · sy|
2, (1)
where the sum is over the nearest-neighbor sites 〈xy〉 of a
cubic lattice, sx are N -component real vectors satisfying
sx · sx = 1. The model is ferromagnetic for J < 0,
antiferromagnetic for J > 0. RPN−1 models present a
global O(N) symmetry and a local Z2 gauge symmetry
(independent changes of the sign for each site variable).
Let us assume that the critical modes are effectively
represented by local gauge-invariant variables, which may
be identified as the gauge-invariant site variable
P ab
x
= sa
x
sb
x
−
1
N
δab, (2)
which is a symmetric real and traceless N × N matrix.
It transforms as
Px → O
†PxO, (3)
under global O(N) transformations. The next step to
construct the LGW Hamiltonian requires the identifica-
tion of the order parameter of the transition.
In the case of ferromagnetic models, i.e. when J < 0,
the order-parameter field Φab(x) can be formally related
to a spatial average of the site variable (2) over a large
but finite lattice domain. Then, the corresponding LGW
field theory is obtained by considering the most general
fourth-order polynomial in Φ consistent with the O(N)
symmetry (3):
H = Tr(∂µΦ)
2 + rTrΦ2 + w0 trΦ
3 (4)
+
u0
4
(TrΦ2)2 +
v0
4
TrΦ4.
For N = 2, the cubic term vanishes and the two quartic
terms are equivalent. Therefore, one recovers the O(2)-
symmetric LGW theory, consistently with the equiva-
lence between the RP1 and the XY model. For N ≥ 3,
the cubic term is generally expected to be present. This
is usually considered as the indication that phase tran-
sitions of systems sharing the same global properties are
of first order, as one can easily infer using mean-field ar-
guments.
In the case of antiferromagnetic interactions (J > 0),
the minimum of the Hamiltonian (1) is locally realized by
taking sx · sy = 0 for any pair of nearest-neighbor sites
〈xy〉. Thus, at variance with the ferromagnetic case,
the antiferromagnetic interactions give rise to a breaking
of translational invariance in the low-temperature phase.
Hence, we may assume that the critical modes are related
with the staggered site variable
Aab
x
≡ pxP
ab
x
, (5)
where P ab
x
is defined in Eq. (2), and px is the parity
of the site x ≡ (x1, x2, x3) defined by px = (−1)
∑
k
xk .
The corresponding order parameter should be its spatial
average
Mab =
∑
x
Aab
x
, (6)
which is a symmetric and traceless matrix. Moreover
it changes sign under translations of one site which ex-
change the two sublattices. Then, as usual, in order to
construct the LGW model, we replace A with a local
variable Φ as fundamental variable (essentially, one may
imagine that Φ is defined as M , but now the summa-
tion extends only over a large, but finite, cubic sublat-
tice). Then, the corresponding LGW theory is obtained
by writing down the most general fourth-order polyno-
mial that is invariant under O(N) transformations and
under the global Z2 transformation Φ→ −Φ, i.e. [10]
Ha = Tr(∂µΦ)
2 + rTrΦ2 +
u0
4
(TrΦ2)2 +
v0
4
TrΦ4. (7)
Since any 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 traceless symmetric matrix
Φ satisfies
TrΦ4 =
1
2
(TrΦ2)2, (8)
the two quartic terms of the Hamiltonian (7) are equiv-
alent for N = 2 and N = 3. Therefore the N = 2
and N = 3 Φ4 theories (7) can be exactly mapped onto
the O(2) and O(5) symmetric Φ4 vector theories, respec-
tively. This implies that the continuous transition of the
ARP1 and ARP2 models belong to the O(2) and O(5)
vector universality classes, respectively.
Note that, in the case of the ARP2 model, this scenario
entails an enlargement of the global O(3) symmetry at
the critical point, because the O(5) symmetry is a fea-
ture of its LGW theory only, i.e., of the expansion up to
fourth powers of Φ. Indeed, one can easily check that the
sixth-order terms, such as TrΦ6, allowed by the global
symmetries of the ARP2 model do not share the O(5)
symmetry. Since these terms are RG irrelevant at the
fixed point, the contribution of the O(5)-breaking terms
is suppressed at the critical point. Therefore, the critical
point (more precisely, its asymptotic critical behavior)
shows a dynamic enlargement of the symmetry. Thus,
the critical modes of the ARP2 model are associated with
the effective symmetry breaking O(5)→O(4) at the tran-
sition point, although the microscopic global symmetry
is O(3). This prediction has been accurately verified by
the numerical analyses reported in Refs. [10–12].
3When N ≥ 4 the LGW theory (7) cannot be simpli-
fied, therefore one must keep both quartic terms. The
stability domain of Ha can be determined by studying
the asymptotic large-field behavior of the potential
V (Φ) = rTrΦ2 +
u0
4
(TrΦ2)2 +
v0
4
TrΦ4. (9)
This analysis can be easily performed by noting that
V (Φ) only depends on the N eigenvalues λa of the sym-
metric matrix Φ, which satisfy the condition
∑
a λa = 0.
The theory is stable if
u0 + bNv0 > 0, bN =
N2 − 3N + 3
N(N − 1)
, (10)
and if
u0 +
1
N v0 > 0 for even N, (11)
u0 + cNv0 > 0 for odd N,
where
cN =
N2 + 3
N(N2 − 1)
. (12)
Physical systems corresponding to the effective theory
(7) with u0, v0 that do not satisfy these constraints are
expected to undergo a first-order phase transition.
The analysis of the minima of the potential V (Φ) for
r < 0 gives us information on the symmetry-breaking
patterns. For v0 < 0, the absolute minimum of V (Φ) is
realized by configurations with Φ = OΦminO
† and
Φmin ∼
(
IN−1 0
0 −(N − 1)
)
, (13)
where In indicates the n × n identity matrix and O is
an orthogonal matrix. This gives rise to the symmetry-
breaking pattern
O(N)→ O(N − 1). (14)
On the other hand, for v0 > 0 and even N the minimum
is realized by
Φmin ∼
(
IN/2 0
0 −IN/2
)
(15)
implying the symmetry-breaking pattern
O(N)→ O(N/2)⊗O(N/2). (16)
For v0 > 0 and odd values of N , we have instead
Φmin ∼
(
I(N+1)/2 0
0 −kI(N−1)/2
)
, (17)
k = (N + 1)/(N − 1), so that
O(N)→ O(N/2 + 1/2)⊗O(N/2− 1/2). (18)
III. RG FLOW OF THE ARPN−1 LGW THEORY
FOR N ≥ 4
Within the LGW framework, the nature of the transi-
tion of ARPN−1 models for N ≥ 4 can be investigated
by studying the RG flow of the Φ4 theory (7) in the two
quartic-coupling space. For this purpose, we compute
the β functions of the model in different schemes and
investigate whether they admit common zeroes that cor-
respond to stable FPs of the RG flow. If a stable FP
exists, a second-order transition is possible. Otherwise,
any transition must be of first order.
A. The MS perturbative scheme
We compute the β functions in the MS renormal-
ization scheme [13], which uses dimensional regulariza-
tion around four dimensions, and the modified minimal-
subtraction prescription [5]. The MS β functions are
defined by
βu(u, v) = µ
∂u
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
u0,v0
, βv(u, v) = µ
∂v
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
u0,v0
, (19)
where µ is the renormalization energy scale of the MS
scheme. Here, u and v are the renormalized couplings
corresponding to u0, v0, defined so that u ∝ u0/µ
ǫ and
v ∝ v0/µ
ǫ at the lowest order. We compute the β func-
tions up to five loops. The complete series for N = 4 are
reported in App. A.
The matrix model is equivalent to the O(2) and O(5)
Φ4 theories for N = 2 and N = 3, respectively. There-
fore, the β functions of the matrix model should be re-
lated to the β function βO(n)(g) of the O(n) model. Using
Eq. (8) we obtain
βu +
1
2
βv = βO(n)(g) (20)
where g = u+v/2 and n = 2, 5 for N = 2, 3, respectively.
This exact relation provides a stringent check of the five-
loop series for model (7).
1. One-loop analysis close to four dimensions
Let us first analyze the one-loop β functions. They
read
βu(u, v) = −ǫu+
N2 +N + 14
12
u2 (21)
+
2N2 + 3N − 6
6N
uv +
N2 + 6
4N2
v2,
βv(u, v) = −ǫv + 2uv +
2N2 + 9N − 36
12N
v2. (22)
The normalization of the renormalized variables can be
easily read from these series.
4The one-loop β functions (21) and (22) have four dif-
ferent FPs. Two of them have v = 0 and are always
unstable. The first one is the trivial Gaussian FP at
(u = 0, v = 0), which is always unstable with respect
to both quartic perturbations. There is also an O(M)
symmetric FP with M = (N2 +N − 2)/2 at
u = ǫ
12
N2 +N + 14
, v = 0, (23)
which can be shown, nonperturbatively, to be unstable
with respect to the operator TrΦ4 for anyN ≥ 4. Indeed,
such operator contains a spin-4 perturbation with respect
to the O(M) group [15], which is relevant at the O(M)-
symmetric FP for anyM > 4 to O(ǫ), and for anyM ≥ 3
in three dimensions [16, 17]. The other two FPs, that
have both v < 0, only exist for N < Nc,0 = 3.6242852...,
One of them is stable, the other is unstable. For N =
Nc,0 these two FPs merge; for N > Nc,0, they become
complex.
2. Five-loop ǫ expansion analysis
To understand the behavior of the system for ǫ = 1, we
first determine the fate of the stable FP that exists for
N < Nc,0 close to four dimensions. For finite ǫ, we expect
a stable and an unstable FP with v < 0 up to N = Nc(ǫ).
The two FPs merge for N = Nc(ǫ) and become complex
for N > Nc(ǫ). We expand Nc(ǫ) as
Nc(ǫ) = Nc,0 +
∑
n=1
Nc,nǫ
n, (24)
and require
βu(u, v,Nc) = βv(u, v,Nc) = 0,
detΩ(u, v,Nc) = 0, (25)
where Ωij = ∂βgi/∂gj (where g1,2 correspond to u, v) is
the stability matrix. The last equation is a consequence
of the coalescence of the two FPs at N = Nc. A straight-
forward calculation gives
Nc(ǫ) = 3.62429− 0.08865ǫ+ 0.24968ǫ
2 − 0.69870ǫ3
+2.88754ǫ4 +O(ǫ5). (26)
The expansion alternates in sign, as expected for a Borel-
summable series. Resummations using Pade´-Borel ap-
proximants are stable. We obtain Nc(ǫ = 1) = 3.60(1)
using the series to order ǫ3 and Nc(ǫ = 1) = 3.64(1) at
order ǫ4 (the number in parentheses indicates how the es-
timate changes by varying the resummation parameters).
Apparently, Nc varies only slightly as ǫ changes from 0
to 1. In particular, this analysis predicts the absence of
stable FPs for any integer N ≥ 4 in three dimensions.
3. High-order analysis in three dimensions
The analysis based on the ǫ expansion allows us to
find only the 3D FPs which are the analytic continua-
tion of those that exist close to four dimensions. How-
ever, there are models in which a 3D FP does not have
a four-dimensional counterpart. This is the case of the
3D Abelian Higgs model, which undergoes a continuous
transition [18, 19], in agreement with experiments on su-
perconductors [20]. This implies the existence of a 3D
stable FP, in spite of the absence of FPs close to four
dimensions [21]. Other LGW Φ4 theories that have a
3D stable FP with no four-dimensional counterpart are
those describing frustrated spin models with noncollinear
order [22, 23], the 3He superfluid transition from the nor-
mal to the planar phase [24], and the chiral transitions
of the strong interactions in the case the U(1)A anomaly
effects are suppressed [25, 26]. It is therefore essential to
perform a direct study of the 3D flow. This is achieved
by an alternative analysis of the MS series: the 3D MS
scheme without ǫ expansion [22, 27, 28]. The RG func-
tions βu,v are the MS functions. However, ǫ ≡ 4 − d is
no longer considered as a small quantity, but it is set
equal to its physical value (ǫ = 1 in our case) before
determining the RG flow. This provides a well defined
3D perturbative scheme which allows us to compute uni-
versal quantities, without the need of expanding around
d = 4 [27, 28].
To determine the stable FPs of the RG flow, we com-
pute numerically the RG trajectories. They are deter-
mined by solving the differential equations
−λ
du
dλ
= βu[u(λ), v(λ)],
−λ
dv
dλ
= βv[u(λ), v(λ)], (27)
where λ ∈ [0,∞), with the initial conditions
u(0) = v(0) = 0,
du
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= s ≡
u0
|v0|
,
dv
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= ±1, (28)
where s parametrizes the different RG trajectories in
terms of the bare quartic parameters, and the ± sign
corresponds to the RG flows for positive and negative
values of v0. In our study of the RG flow we only con-
sider values of the bare couplings which satisfy Eqs. (10)
and (11).
The perturbative expansions are divergent but Borel
summable in a large region of the renormalized parame-
ters. They are resummed exploiting methods that take
into account their large-order behavior (see App. B),
which is computed by semiclassical (hence, intrinsically
nonperturbative) instanton calculations [5, 16, 29].
We present an analysis of the RG flow for N = 4.
Some RG trajectories are shown in Fig. 1, for several
values of the ratio s ≡ u0/|v0|. The RG trajectories flow
towards the region in which the series are no longer Borel
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FIG. 1: (Color online) RG flow of the LGW theory (7) for
N = 4, in the MS scheme without ǫ expansion, for several
values of the ratio s ≡ u0/|v0| of the bare quartic parameters.
The curves are obtained by solving Eqs. (27) with the initial
conditions (28): in the legend we report the value of s and
the sign of v0 (”+” and ”−” correspond to v0 > 0 and v0 < 0,
respectively). The two solid lines represent the boundary of
the Borel-summability region, defined by u + v/4 > 0 and
u+ b4v = u+ 7v/12 > 0 (see App. B).
summable. In all cases, we do not have evidence of a sta-
ble FP. These results imply that there is no universality
class characterized by the symmetry breakings (14) and
(16). This would imply a first-order transition for the
ARP3 model.
B. The 3D MZM perturbative scheme
In the massive zero-momentum (MZM) scheme [5, 6,
30] one performs the perturbative expansion in powers of
the zero-momentum renormalized quartic couplings di-
rectly in three dimensions. The theory is renormalized
by introducing a set of zero-momentum conditions for the
one-particle irreducible two-point and four-point correla-
tion functions of the matrix field Φ:
Γ
(2)
a1a2,b1b2
(p) =
(
δa1b2δa2b1 −
1
N
δa1a2δb1b2
)
× (29)
×Z−1φ
[
m2 + p2 +O(p4)
]
,
Γ
(4)
a1a2,b1b2,c1c2,d1d2
(0) = Z−2φ m
4−d × (30)
× (uUa1a2,b1b2,c1c2,d1d2 + vVa1a2,b1b2,c1c2,d1d2) ,
where U, V are appropriate form factors defined so that
u ∝ u0/m and v ∝ v0/m at the leading tree order. The
FPs of the theory are given by the common zeroes of the
Callan-Symanzik β-functions
βu(u, v) = m
∂u
∂m
∣∣∣∣
u0,v0
, βv(u, v) = m
∂v
∂m
∣∣∣∣
u0,v0
. (31)
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FIG. 2: (Color online) RG flow of the LGW theory (7) for
N = 4, in the MZM scheme, for several values of the ratio
s ≡ u0/|v0| of the bare quartic parameters. The curves are ob-
tained by solving Eqs. (27) with the initial conditions (28): in
the legend we report the value of s and the sign of v0 (”+” and
”−” correspond to v0 > 0 and v0 < 0, respectively). The two
solid lines represent the boundary of the Borel-summability
region, defined by u+ v/4 > 0 and u+ b4v = u+ 7v/12 > 0
(see App. B).
The normalization of the zero-momentum quartic vari-
ables u, v is such that their one-loop β functions read
βu = −u+
N2 +N + 14
18
u2 (32)
+
2N2 + 3N − 6
9N
uv +
N2 + 6
6N2
v2,
βv = −v +
4
3
uv +
2N2 + 9N − 36
18N
v2. (33)
We compute the MZM perturbative expansions of the
β functions and of the critical exponents up to six loops,
requiring the computation of 1428 Feynman diagrams.
The complete expansion for N = 4 can be found in
App. A. The large-order behaviors of the series are re-
ported in App. B. The RG trajectories are obtained by
solving differential equations analogous to Eqs. (27) and
(28). The β functions are resummed as discussed in
Ref. [5, 16] , using the results of App. B for the large-
order behavior. Their analytic properties close to the
FPs are discussed in Refs. [16, 31].
Results for N = 4 are reported in Fig. 2 for several val-
ues of the ratio s ≡ u0/|v0|. Most of the RG trajectories
flow towards the region in which the series are no longer
Borel summable. Morever, for v0 < 0 some trajectories
flow towards infinity. In all cases, we do not have evi-
dence of a stable FP, confirming the analysis in the MS
scheme.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE ARP3
LATTICE MODEL
In this section we present a numerical investigation of
the phase transition of the ARP3 lattice model (1). We
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FIG. 3: MC estimates of Rξ (bottom) and U (top) for the
ARP3 lattice model and several lattice sizes L up to L =
100. For both Rξ and U , the data sets for different L show
a crossing point for β ≈ 6.8. The dotted lines are drawn to
guide the eye.
set J = 1. We present a FSS analysis of MC simula-
tions for cubic L3 systems of linear size L with periodic
boundary conditions. Because of the antiferromagnetic
nature of the model we take L even. We use a standard
Metropolis algorithm [32]. We present results on lattices
of size L ≤ 100. In total, the MC simulations took ap-
proximately 50 years of CPU-time on a single core of
a commercial processor. Simulations on larger lattices
would require a significantly greater numerical effort or
the use of a more effective updating algorithm, which is
not available.
We compute correlations of the staggered gauge-
invariant site variable Aab
x
, cf. Eq. (5). We consider its
two-point correlation function
GA(x− y) = 〈TrA
†
x
Ay〉, (34)
and, in particular, the corresponding susceptibility and
second-moment correlation length
χ =
∑
x
GA(x) = G˜A(0), (35)
ξ2 ≡
1
4 sin2(pmin/2)
G˜A(0)− G˜A(p)
G˜A(p
, (36)
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FIG. 4: Rξ versus X ≡ L
1/ν(β − βc) with βc = 6.779 and
ν = 0.59. The data approach a scaling curve with increasing
L, supporting the scaling behavior (38).
where x runs over lattice points, and p = (pmin, 0, 0) and
pmin ≡ 2π/L. Moreover, we consider the quantity
U =
〈[
∑
x
TrA0Ax]
2〉
〈
∑
x
TrA0Ax〉2
, (37)
which is analogous to the so-called Binder parameter.
To determine the critical behavior we study the finite-
size behavior. The finite-size scaling (FSS) limit is ob-
tained by taking β → βc and L → ∞ keeping X ≡
(β − βc)L
1/ν fixed, where βc is the inverse critical tem-
perature and ν is the correlation-length exponent. Any
RG invariant quantity R, such as Rξ ≡ ξ/L and U , is
expected to asymptotically behave as
R(β, L) ≈ fR(X), X ≡ L
1/ν (β − βc), (38)
where fR(X) is a universal function apart from a trivial
normalization of the argument. In particular, the quan-
tity R∗ ≡ fR(0) is universal within the given universality
class. The corrections to the asymptotic behavior (38)
are expected to vanish as L−ω where ω > 0 is the univer-
sal exponent associated with the leading irrelevant RG
operator.
Fig. 3 shows MC data of Rξ ≡ ξ/L and U , cf. Eqs. (36)
and (37) respectively, for several values of L. They clearly
show a crossing point, providing evidence of a critical
point at β = βc ≈ 6.8.
In order to determine the location and the universal
quantities of the transition, we perform nonlinear fits of
Rξ around the crossing point. We use the simple Ansatz
Rξ = R
∗
ξ + cX, (39)
which should be valid when sufficiently restricting the
allowed region of β-values around βc. The quality of the
fits of Rξ is reasonably good. The linear parametrization
(39) describes well the data in a relatively large interval
around the transition point, essentially when ∆ ≡ |Rξ −
R∗ξ |/R
∗
ξ . 0.1. We have also performed fits considering
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FIG. 5: Plot of χ/L2−η versus X ≡ L1/ν(β − βc), using
βc = 6.779, ν = 0.59, and η = 0.08.
a second-order and a third-order polynomial in X , i.e.,
fitting R to
R = R∗ +
n∑
k=1
ckX
k, (40)
with n = 2 and n = 3, obtaining consistent results. The
data are not sufficiently precise to allow us to include
scaling corrections in the fit. Therefore, to estimate their
relevance, we have repeated all fits several times, each
time only including data satisfying L ≥ Lmin, varying
Lmin.
We obtain the estimates
βc = 6.779(2), ν = 0.59(5), (41)
and R∗ξ = 0.530(5). The errors the quote are obtained
by taking into account how the results vary when the
interval of β-values around βc and the minimum size Lmin
are changed. Statistical errors are significantly smaller.
A scaling plot ofRξ is shown in Fig. 4. Scaling corrections
are larger for β < βc and indeed, the fits are more stable
when only data such that β & βc are included.
The Binder parameter is much less reliable. As it can
be seen from Fig. 3, the crossing point shows a significant
L dependence, indicating the presence of sizeable scaling
corrections. We have performed fits analogous to those
performed for Rξ. We find a significant Lmin dependence
of the estimates of βc, which however appear to converge
to the estimate (41) as the size cutoff increases. The esti-
mates of ν are consistent with that reported in Eq. (41).
As for the value of of the parameter at the crossing point
we find U∗ ≈ 1.04. We also tried to include scaling cor-
rections. These fits are however unstable, providing es-
timates of the scaling-correction exponent ω that wildly
change with the size cutoff Lmin.
In order to estimate the exponent η, controlling the
spatial decay of the two-point function G(x) ∼ |x|−1−η
at the critical point, we analyze the FSS behavior of the
susceptibility, which is expected to be
χ ≈ L2−ηfχ(X). (42)
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FIG. 6: Histograms of the energy density, defined as E =
〈HRP〉/L
3, for three values of β close to the critical point, for
L = 60 (top) and L = 100 (bottom). To favor comparison, in
both figures we use the same range of values of E, the same
energy step, ∆E = 10−5, and a similar number of energy mea-
surements, of the order of 105. There is no evidence of double
peaks. Moreover, the width of the distributions decreases as
L increases, as expected at a continuous transition.
A fit of the data using the estimates (41) gives η =
0.08(4), where the error takes also into account the un-
certainty on βc and ν. The corresponding scaling plot is
reported in Fig. 5.
We also mention that analogous results are obtained by
considering observables defined from the two-point func-
tion of the gauge invariant operators P ab
x
, cf. Eq. (2),
i.e. GP (x − y) = 〈TrP
†
x
Py〉. The staggered nature of
the order parameter is taken into account be considering
correlations only between even points, i.e., those such
that px = (−1)
∑
k
xk = 1.
This numerical study of the ARP3 lattice model pro-
vides a robust evidence that it undergoes a transition
at a finite value of β.The obtained estimate of ν also
allows us to exclude that the transition is of first or-
der. Indeed, at a first-order transition FSS holds with
ν = 1/d = 1/3 [33–35], while the estimate (41) of ν is
definitely larger than 1/3. To further confirm the con-
8tinuous nature of the transition, we have also analyzed
the distribution of the energy density, see Fig. 6. There
is no evidence of two peaks and moreover, the width of
the distributions decreases as L increases, as expected at
a continuous transition. Therefore, we conclude that the
ARP3 lattice model undergoes a continuous transition,
contradicting the predictions of the LGW theory.
It may be interesting to compare the estimate (41) of
the correlation-length exponent ν with those of the 3D
O(M) vector models, which are ν = 0.629971(4) for the
Ising (M = 1) universality class [36–40], ν = 0.6717(1)
for the XY (M = 2) universality class [36, 39–41],
ν = 0.7117(5) for the Heisenberg (M = 3) universality
class [17, 40, 42], ν = 0.749(2) for the O(4) universal-
ity class [40, 43], ν = 0.779(3) for the O(5) universality
class [11, 44], and ν ≈ 1−c/M with c = 32/(3π2) for large
M [5]. Our results are consistent with an Ising behavior.
However, we do not have any theoretical argument for
this identification, although we note that, at the transi-
tion, there is a breaking of the Z2 symmetry associated
with the exchange of the even and odd sublattices.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the critical properties of
the 3D antiferromagnetic RPN−1 model, which is char-
acterized by a global O(N) symmetry and a discrete
Z2 gauge symmetry. For this purpose we present field-
theoretical perturbative calculations and extensive MC
simulations.
In the LGW approach one first identifies the order pa-
rameter Φ, then considers the most general Φ4 theory
with the same symmetries as the original model, and fi-
nally determines the stable fixed points of the RG flow.
If they correspond to a bare theory with the correct
symmetry-breaking pattern, they characterize the pos-
sibly present continuous transitions. In the presence of
gauge symmetries the method is usually applied by con-
sidering a gauge-invariant order parameter and a LGW
field theory that is invariant under the global symmetries
of the original model. In this LGW effective field theory
the gauge degrees of freedom have been integrated out,
implicitly assuming that they are not relevant for the dy-
namics of the critical modes. As already pointed out in
Ref. [7], in some cases this assumption is not correct and
the LGW approach may lead to erroneous conclusions on
the nature of the critical behavior. For instance, this is
the case of the 3D antiferromagnetic CPN−1 model char-
acterized by a U(1) gauge symmetry. In this paper we
show that also in the case of ARPN−1 models, which are
invariant under a discrete gauge symmetry, the LGW ap-
proach based on a gauge invariant order parameter may
give incorrect predictions on the critical behavior.
The LGW field theory of ARPN−1 models is con-
structed using the staggered gauge-invariant composite
operator, defined in Eq. (6). The LGW Hamiltonian
does not present cubic terms due to the antiferromag-
netic nearest-neighbor coupling which gives rise to an
additional global Z2 symmetry. For N = 3, the LGW ap-
proach nicely works: its nontrivial prediction of a symme-
try enlargement of the leading critical behavior from O(3)
to O(5) has been accurately verified numerically [10–12].
However, for N = 4, the LGW predictions disagree with
the numerical results. The analyses of the RG flow us-
ing high-order perturbative series (five-loop series in the
MS renormalization scheme [13] and six-loop series in the
massive zero-momentum scheme [5, 6, 30]) do not find
any evidence of stable fixed points. This implies that any
transition should be of first order. On the other hand,
the numerical FSS analysis that we present for N = 4
provides evidence of a continuous transition in the ARP3
model. This shows that LGWΦ4 theories constructed us-
ing a gauge-invariant order-parameter field do not gener-
ally capture the relevant features of the critical dynamics
when the system has a discrete gauge symmetry.
These results are analogous to those reported in Ref. [7]
for systems with continuous gauge symmetries. In the
presence of gauge symmetries, the main assumption of
the LGW approach, i.e., that the transition is driven by
gauge-invariant modes only, may be incorrect, so that
the corresponding field theory may give erroneous pre-
dictions for the nature of the critical behavior. There-
fore, critical gauge modes should be included to obtain
an effective description of the critical behavior. For ex-
ample, this happens in the large-N limit of CPN−1 lattice
models [7], whose effective field-theoretical model is the
abelian Higgs model for an N -component complex scalar
field coupled to a dynamical U(1) gauge field [45]. We
believe that this point deserves further investigation.
The above considerations should be relevant for several
interesting phase transitions in complex statistical sys-
tems. In particular we mention the finite-temperature
transition of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In the
limit of Nf massless quarks, the finite-temperature tran-
sition of QCD is related to the restoring of the chiral sym-
metry. The nature of the phase transition has been inves-
tigated within the LGW framework [25, 26, 46–48], as-
suming that the relevant order-parameter field is a gauge-
invariant quark operators, thus integrating out the gauge
degrees of freedom. The present results show again that
this assumption should not be taken for granted.
Appendix A: High-order field-theoretical perturbative expansions
In this appendix we report the FT perturbative series of the β functions used in our RG analysis of Sec. III. We
only report results for N = 4; the perturbative series for other values of N are available on request.
9The five-loop β functions in the MS scheme are
βu(u, v) = −ǫu+
17u2
6
+
19uv
12
+
11v2
32
−
41u3
12
−
209u2v
72
−
217uv2
192
−
7v3
32
(A1)
+
67u4ζ(3)
18
+
13931u4
1728
+
38
9
u3vζ(3) +
38551u3v
3456
+
39
16
u2v2ζ(3) +
51059u2v2
6912
+
7
8
uv3ζ(3) +
44671uv3
18432
+
145v4ζ(3)
1152
+
116401v4
442368
−
1405u5ζ(5)
54
−
14311u5ζ(3)
648
+
1139π4u5
19440
−
1429027u5
62208
−
4465
108
u4vζ(5)
−
191273u4vζ(3)
5184
+
6479π4u4v
77760
−
1261847u4v
31104
−
42625u3v2ζ(5)
1296
−
51007u3v2ζ(3)
1728
+
7907π4u3v2
155520
−
17163385u3v2
497664
−
13555
864
u2v3ζ(5)−
571493u2v3ζ(3)
41472
+
775π4u2v3
41472
−
16083989u2v3
995328
−
81835uv4ζ(5)
20736
−
580207uv4ζ(3)
165888
+
2657π4uv4
552960
−
6769451uv4
1769472
−
61675v5ζ(5)
165888
−
478109v5ζ(3)
1327104
+
12853π4v5
19906560
−
5857907v5
15925248
+
164689u6ζ(7)
864
+
531683u6ζ(5)
2592
−
625u6ζ(3)2
864
+
4204813u6ζ(3)
41472
−
23885π6u6
326592
−
88421π4u6
207360
+
49245733u6
663552
+
218785
576
u5vζ(7) +
553945u5vζ(5)
1296
−
14041u5vζ(3)2
5184
+
53285101u5vζ(3)
248832
−
276925π6u5v
1959552
−
801097π4u5v
933120
+
1971278291u5v
11943936
+
194285
512
u4v2ζ(7) +
17624591u4v2ζ(5)
41472
−
103801u4v2ζ(3)2
41472
+
436868381u4v2ζ(3)
1990656
−
222605π6u4v2
1741824
−
23850529π4u4v2
29859840
+
17020433863u4v2
95551488
+
1078049u3v3ζ(7)
4608
+
10457663u3v3ζ(5)
41472
−
120935u3v3ζ(3)2
124416
+
268220975u3v3ζ(3)
1990656
−
3302315π6u3v3
47029248
−
3326713π4u3v3
7464960
+
3524497739u3v3
31850496
+
3219251u2v4ζ(7)
36864
+
20008055u2v4ζ(5)
221184
−
262619u2v4ζ(3)2
995328
+
1583254841u2v4ζ(3)
31850496
−
9173555π6u2v4
376233984
−
25105729π4u2v4
159252480
+
60138923803u2v4
1528823808
+
218981uv5ζ(7)
12288
+
3957851uv5ζ(5)
221184
−
58427uv5ζ(3)2
663552
+
639020717uv5ζ(3)
63700992
−
1208975π6uv5
250822656
−
390793π4uv5
11943936
+
22934142763uv5
3057647616
+
597163v6ζ(7)
393216
+
47034553v6ζ(5)
31850496
−
17285v6ζ(3)2
884736
+
429887731v6ζ(3)
509607936
−
394585π6v6
1003290624
−
507587π4v6
169869312
+
4964312347v6
8153726976
,
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βv(u, v) = −ǫv + 2uv +
2v2
3
−
127u2v
36
−
191uv2
72
−
89v3
192
(A2)
+
46
9
u3vζ(3) +
5543u3v
864
+
35
6
u2v2ζ(3) +
24655u2v2
3456
+
53
24
uv3ζ(3) +
4705uv3
1536
+
343v4ζ(3)
1152
+
29345v4
55296
−
1855
54
u4vζ(5)−
1199
48
u4vζ(3) +
1
10
π4u4v −
433597u4v
20736
−
8525
162
u3v2ζ(5)−
24923
648
u3v2ζ(3) +
1543π4u3v2
9720
−
2047675u3v2
62208
−
41305u2v3ζ(5)
1296
−
239593u2v3ζ(3)
10368
+
163π4u2v3
1728
−
10811653u2v3
497664
−
97445uv4ζ(5)
10368
−
67753uv4ζ(3)
10368
+
577π4uv4
23040
−
2278937uv4
331776
−
12335v5ζ(5)
10368
−
82787v5ζ(3)
110592
+
6251π4v5
2488320
−
12968855v5
15925248
+
4753
18
u5vζ(7) +
312229u5vζ(5)
1296
+
313
162
u5vζ(3)2 +
54641
486
u5vζ(3)−
3415π6u5v
30618
−
106439π4u5v
186624
+
47092103u5v
746496
+
36995
72
u4v2ζ(7) +
90269
192
u4v2ζ(5) +
8611u4v2ζ(3)2
2592
+
3045691u4v2ζ(3)
13824
−
215305π6u4v2
979776
−
4203457π4u4v2
3732480
+
748385887u4v2
5971968
+
81389
192
u3v3ζ(7) +
1494113u3v3ζ(5)
3888
+
47945u3v3ζ(3)2
15552
+
22766455u3v3ζ(3)
124416
−
1048795π6u3v3
5878656
−
6785357π4u3v3
7464960
+
336567239u3v3
2985984
+
3438967u2v4ζ(7)
18432
+
10313795u2v4ζ(5)
62208
+
966247u2v4ζ(3)2
497664
+
39980171u2v4ζ(3)
497664
−
2026955π6u2v4
26873856
−
2808157π4u2v4
7464960
+
2625960661u2v4
47775744
+
1612541uv5ζ(7)
36864
+
37924565uv5ζ(5)
995328
+
683903uv5ζ(3)2
995328
+
9249647uv5ζ(3)
497664
−
6338845π6uv5
376233984
−
19159367π4uv5
238878720
+
873191227uv5
63700992
+
71197v6ζ(7)
16384
+
233623v6ζ(5)
62208
+
260705v6ζ(3)2
2654208
+
57288493v6ζ(3)
31850496
−
1614635π6v6
1003290624
−
6779963π4v6
955514880
+
2063219231v6
1528823808
.
The six-loop β functions in the MZM scheme are
βu(u, v) = −u+
17
9
u2 +
19
18
uv +
11
48
v2 − 1.02241u3− 0.86877u2v − 0.337791uv2− 0.0648148v3 (A3)
+ 1.10201u4 + 1.46237u3v + 0.955215u2v2 + 0.324785uv3 + 0.038265v4 − 1.53069u5− 2.60142u4v
− 2.1847u3v2 − 1.04534u2v3 − 0.254045uv4− 0.0237542v5 + 2.50632u6 + 5.35856u5v + 5.73074u4v2
+ 3.64914u3v3 + 1.35588u2v4 + 0.270658uv5 + 0.0227444v6− 4.72398u7− 11.9943u6v − 15.2682u5v2
− 11.9206u4v3 − 5.84657u3v4 − 1.75721u2v5 − 0.297545uv6− 0.0218304v7 ,
βv(u, v) = −v +
4
3
uv +
4
9
v2 − 1.05533u2v − 0.794696uv2 − 0.140261v3 + 1.02151u3v (A4)
+ 1.14231u2v2 + 0.467669uv3 + 0.0748728v4− 1.62911u4v − 2.52369u3v2 − 1.60381u2v3 − 0.497092uv4
− 0.0617621v5 + 2.62863u5v + 5.09733u4v2 + 4.34004u3v3 + 2.00838u2v4 + 0.491214uv5 + 0.0495342v6
− 5.29153u6v − 12.4905u5v2 − 13.3773u4v3 − 8.20642u3v4 − 2.97662u2v5 − 0.595112uv6− 0.0508251v7 .
Appendix B: Summation of the pertubartive series
Since perturbative expansions are divergent, resumma-
tion methods must be used to obtain meaningful results.
Given a generic quantity S(u, v) with perturbative ex-
pansion S(u, v) =
∑
ij ciju
ivj , we consider
S(xu, xv) =
∑
k
sk(u, v)x
k, (B1)
which must be evaluated at x = 1. The expansion (B1) in
powers of x is resummed by using the conformal-mapping
method [5] that exploits the knowledge of the large-order
behavior of the coefficients, generally given by
sk(u, v) ∼ k! [−A(u, v)]
k kb
[
1 +O(k−1)
]
. (B2)
The quantity A(u, v) is related to the singularity ts of
the Borel transform B(t) that is nearest to the origin:
ts = −1/A(u, v). The series is Borel summable for x > 0
if B(t) does not have singularities on the positive real
11
axis, and, in particular, if A(u, v) > 0. The large-order
behavior can be determined generalizing the discussion
presented in Refs. [5, 29]. For even values of N , the
expansion is Borel summable for
u+ bNv > 0, u+
1
N
v > 0, (B3)
where bN is given in Eq. (10). For odd N we obtain
analogously
u+ bNv > 0, u+ cNv > 0, (B4)
where cN is given in Eq. (12). Note that the conditions
for Borel summability on the renormalized couplings cor-
respond to the stability conditions (10) and (11) of the
bare quartic couplings. In the Borel-summability region,
for even values of N , the coefficient A(u, v) is given by
A(u, v) =
1
2
Max (u+ bNv, u+ v/N) . (B5)
For odd N , the same formula holds, replacing u + v/N
with u+ cNv. Under the additional assumption that the
Borel-transform singularities lie only in the negative axis,
the conformal-mapping method turns the original expan-
sion into a convergent one in the region (B3). Outside,
the expansion is not Borel summable.
In the MZM scheme, the large-order behavior is still
given by Eq. (B2). For even N , we have
A(u, v) = a Max (u+ bNv, u+ v/N) , (B6)
a = 0.14777422...,
while, for odd values of N , u + v/N should be replaced
with u+ cNv.
Resummations are performed employing the
conformal-mapping method, following closely
Refs. [5, 16]. Resummations depend on two pa-
rameters (α and b in the notations of Refs. [5, 16]),
which are optimized in the procedure.
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